
cribs

10 meter tall palm trees in every corner
the leaves are a glowing green that you can hear waving in the wind

there, we would have a fireplace
the embers make a cozy crackling sound that you can smell as they burn

above the fireplace there would be a Basquiat painting
Bird on Money

over here
we would have an actual pile of money with a bird on top of it

a pigeon

and it would sit upon a stack of 50 dollar bills as green as the leaves of the palm trees

above the pigeon there would be a shark tank

2 hammerheads and requiems

in the distance, beyond the basketball courts and just pass the golf range
4 yachts as big as football fields

Jillian, Joycelyn, Doris, Erlene.

and next to the yachts there would be jet skis for all of us
we could ride the golf carts over to the jet skis then cruise until sunset

in this corner we’d have a red ferrari, a yellow lamborghini and a jelly bentley
all with the suicide doors, peanut butter leather and dat boom

in this corner I’m not quite sure

but I am sure this whole wall would be a television
even though we don’t watch it

there would be elephants and giraffes just chillin

in this corner we’d have a rolex watches, books and bars of gold in between the rolexes and 
bars of gold I’d put our anxieties

over here, on this wall, we would have diamond encrusted mahogany wood shelves

just faberge eggs



here, there used to be a pile of money
but we spent it all
so we could buy that crystal chandelier

but underneath that chandelier there’d be a fountain
in the middle a Lil B bust
tears running like I Love You

underneath the fountain
there’d be Persian rugs

underneath the Persian rugs
there’d be marble floors

when you lay down it feels cold to the touch

underneath the marble floors there’d be a cellar and in the cellar there would be broken 
things

a broken will
a broken heart

champagne


